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11. RADIATION COMPONENT O F  ATOMIC BOMB EXPLOSIONS+ 

I 

William T. Ham, Jr., Ph.D 

The purpose of this paper i s  to discuss some of the physical factors pertaining 
to Uie ionizing radiation component emitted by a nominal atomic bomb explosion. The 
destructive effects of a n  atomic bomb explosion a re  divided conveniently into three 
main categories: blast, thermal radiation, and ionizing radiation. Most military ex- 
perts agree that an a i r  burst a t  approximately 2000 feet above the earth provides the 
m;urimum radius of destruction from a single explosion. Since Uie major interest of 
this Conference concerns the biologic effects of thermal radiation, it seems appro- 
priate to limit the present discussion to the ionizing radiation resulting from an a i r  
burst. While ground, underground, and underwater bursts cannot be ruledout in atomic 
warfare, these do not provide a serious Uiermal hazard and will not be discussed. 

The fission of uranium 235 by slow neutrons produces about 200 MEV of total 
energy per fission; 83percentor 166 MEV iippears in tlie kinetic encrgy of the fission 
fragments, 3 percent or 6 MEV appears a s  gamma radiation emitted during the fis- 
sion process, 3 percent or 6 MEV appears a s  fast neutrons, and the remaining 1 1  
percent is se t  f ree  over a course of time by Uie radioactive fission fragments in the 
form of beta and gainma radiation. The fission 01 plutonium 239 by fast neutrons in an  
atomic bomb explosion will have an enerbv distribution somewhat different from the 
above but in the absence of more precise data this energy distribution can be used 
for the present discussion. The physical mechanism during the actual explosion plays 
an important role in determining what radiations will escape to an appreciable distance 
from the bomb. The fission process may be considered as instantaneous for all 
practical purposes; a nominal 20 kilotonebomb corresponds to the fission of about 1 
kilogram of plutonium, resulting in the liheration of approximately 2 x 1013 calories 
of enerby, 89 percent of which is released almost instantaneously. The fission 
process is not 100 percent efficient so that an undetermined amount of unfissioned 
plutonium remains to constitute a future alpha particle hazard. The sudden release 
of such a tremendous amount of energy i s  difficult to imagine. This energy i s  trapped 
williin the casing and taniper of Ule bomb so that it cannot reach the outside environ- 
ment until the bomb materials have been vaporized into hot metallic gases and blown 
apart. Approximately one-third of the kinetic encrby of Uie fission fragments ap- 
pears eventually As ultraviolet, visible, and infrared radiation. Although this radiant 
energy travels with the speed of light, most of it i s  trapped within the immediate 
vicinity of the explosion for ;in appreciable time by an intricate group of physical 
processes. 

A somewhat analgous situation exists with respect to the “prompt” or ins tan-  
taneous gamma rays and neutrons generated during the fission process.  It i s  es- 
timated lhat 99 percent of the ‘pronipt” gamma rays a r e  absorbed in the dense ma- 
terials surrounding Uic bomb after it has blown apart. Thus, only l percent of the 
original 3 percent total enerbry represented by Uie “promptm gamma rays, o r  0.03 
percent, need be considered as a radiological hazard. Were it not forthe fission 
fragments o r  products, the gamma ray hazard from the bomb would be negligible a t  
moderate distances from the burst. The photon energies of these “prompt” gamma 
rays extend to perhaps 10 MEV with Uie average somewhere between 3 and 4.5 MEV. 
The fission product gamma rays, on the oUier hand, have an average energy of ap- 
proximately 0.7 MEV according to the Handbook. These a r e  the gamma rays which 
are thought to produce most of the total gamma ray dosage as measured at  a di:;tnnce 
from the bomb. 

Now do these fission product gamma rays manage to escape when the more pene- 
trating ‘prompt” component i s  almost wholly absorbed wiUiin the bomb materials? 

*Most of the mater ia l  used in this report i s  takendirect ly  rrom ”The Effects of Atomic  
Weapons”, U .  S .  Government Printing Office,  Washington 2 5 ,  D .  C.  pr ice  $1 .25  
(paper bound). 
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The answer is probably because these fission product rays continue to be emitted for 
a long time after the explosion,wliereas the “prompt” rays a r e  no longer produced 
after the initial fission pfocess is over. The fissionof 1 kilogram of plutonium nuclei 
results in the creation of at least sixty kinds of atomic fragments representing about 
171 different radioactive isotopes which range a11 the way from zinc to europium and 
have radioactive half-lives varying from a fraction of a second up to many years.  
This vast assortment of radioactive isotopes begins to decay at the instant of crea- 
tion within the bomb with the emission of gamma rays and beta particles; however, 
v e r y  little of this ionizing radiation escapes at f irst  because of absorption within the 
dense materials of tlie bomb. The beta ray activity, while almost twice that of the 
gamma rays, need not be considered because Uie most energetic beta particles emit- 
ted by the fission products have ranges of only a fewameters in a i r .  The total gamma 
ray activit in the fission products 1 minute af ter  the explosionhas beencalculated to 
be 8.2 x 10’’ curies or  820,000 megacuries. This would be equivalent to 900,000 tons 
of radium. The activity before lhe end of the first  minute is  much greater.  Fortu- 
nately, the intense heat and pressure generated within the bomb cause the hot atomic 
gases to accelerate upwards and outwards into the upper atmosphere at  a velocity 
which approaches 300 feet per second during the first  few seconds after the explo- 
sion. This atomic cloud, carrying most of the fission products with it, reaches a 
height of 10,000 feet in less  Uian one minute. Such a succession of events may help 
to explain the time delay in the gamma ray dosage a t  distances of several  thousand 
feet o r  more as given in the Handbook. Only 3 percent of Uie total dose, or roughly 
12 r, a r e  received at  4200 feet during the first  0.01 sccond after the detonation; 50 
percent or 200 r has arrived by the end of the f i rs t  second and it takes more than 
sixty seconds for the remainder of the total dose of 400 r to arrive.  

There seems to be real confusion concerning Uie relative contributions of Uie 
“prompt” gamma rays and the fission product gamma rays to the total gamma ray 
dose. This is  most important because of the difference in the wave lengths of the 
two components, namely, 3 to 4.5 MEV as opposed to 0.7 MEV. Without experimental 
data on the spectral distribution at  various distances from the bomb no trustworthy 
calculations can be made from dosage measurements taken at  a few locations. NO 
great differences in relative biological effectiveness is  to be expected from this lack 
of knowledge concerning the wave length but the entire calculation of the dosage a t  
various distances from the bomb is based on measurements of the dosage a t  selected 
points and a knowledge of the spectral distribution. Requisite shielding cannot be 
planned without fairly accurate data on the photon energies involved. Assuming that 
Uic time delay curve given in the Handbook i s  reasonably correct for distances of 
4203 feet and beyond, i t  is probable that the contribution of the “prompt” gamma 
rays is  negligible in comparison to the fission product gamma rays. Thus, the major 
gamma ray hazard from an a i r  burst may be due to photons which have an average 
energy of 0.7 MEV at their point of origin. What Uie spectral distribution i s  a t  dis- 
tances which a re  large in comparison to the mean free path of the initial photons is  
not known. 

There a r e  three methods by which gamma rays can dissipate their energy in pass- 
ing through matter: photoelectric absorption, Compton collisions, and electron pair 
production. Photoelectric absorption and pair production a r e  so-called true absorp- 
tion processes in the sense that the photon is  removed by a single atomic collision 
with the production of one or more fast electrons. Photoelectric abs6rption is  not 
important in light elements until Uie qhoton energy is  below about 0.2 MEV. On tlie 
other hand, pair production begins for photon energies of 1.02 MEV and becomes in- 
creasingly important :is Uie eiierbv increases. Bolh of these processes can be ncg- 
lected without appreciable e r ro r  in calculating the attenuation in light elements for 
gamma radiation of 0.7 MEV. Compton collisions a r c  lhe important process in a i r  
a t  this wave length. An energetic photon collides with an electron surrounding the 
nucleus of the atom; this i s  a billiard ball collision in which the photon imparts a 
portion of i ts  energy to an electron. The high speed electron o r  beta particle and 
the photon, now of reduced energy (longer wave length), leave the si te of the collision 
a t  such an angle that energy and momentum a r e  conserved a s  in classical mechanics. 
The original photon has been scattered through an angle and reduced in wave length 
by the amount of energy imparted to the electron. The important consideration here 
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is that the photon i s  not completelyabsorbedbutdcgraded to a photon of lower energy 
or longer wave length. Thus, a homogeneous gamma ray beam passing through mat- 
ter i s  continuously scattered and degraded into radiation of longer wave length while 
producing high speed electrons which ionize the atoms or molecules in their Paul. 
The mean free path of a 0.7 MEV photon in a i r  i s  a b o h  110 meters; in water, this 
wi l l  be about 1.1 cm., since w:iter has 1000 Limes Uie density of a i r .  The net result 
of Uie absorption process i s  tlie production of ion pairs  i n  matter by the high speed 
electrons. On the average i t  requires 32.5 E V  of enerb? to produce 1 ion pair; a 0.7 
M E V  photon produccs roughly 20,000 ion pairs  bcforc coin ilctc absorption i n  matter. 
TheRoentgen (r) correspondstotlieproduction of 1.0 x l0 lB ion pairs in 1 gm. of a i r .  
This i s  equivalent to the absorption of 83.8 ergs of energy. 

The attenuation factor for gamma rays in a i r  over a distalice which is large in 
comparison to the mean f rce  path in air can be calculated from known absorption 
coefficients for alioinogciicous gamma ray beam of givcn wavc lcngtli. Thc calculatlon 
involves three factors: the variation of intcnsity with the iiivcrse square of the dis- 
tance, a correction factor for Compton scattering which takes account of the Comp- 
ton photons scattered back Into the beam, and an exponcntial factor involving Uie mean 
;ibsorption coefficient for radiation of a givcn wave length. For example, an attenua- 
tion factor of 0.1 for 0.7 MEV photons requires a thickness of 16 inches of water, 0.8 
inches of concrete, o r  1.0 inches of lead. These thicknesses will reducc the radia- 
tion incident on the material to one-tenth of its value according to the Iiandboolc. 

The variation of gamma ray dosage wi th  distance from the bombhas becn calcu- 
lated in this manner, using measured dosages at  a particular distance to deduce W h i I t  
the dosage would be a t  other distances. The median lethal dosage in man for wholc 
body radiation i s  usually taken as about 400 r.  This dosage will be delivered a t  ap- 
proximately 4200 feet from a nominal 20 kiloton bomb according to the Handbook; 
also given a r e  the thicknesses of concrete neccssary a t  various distances from the 
bomb to reduce the gamma ray dosage to 400, 100, and 25 r .  A t  4200 fcet it requires 
20 inches of concrete to reduce the dosage froin 400 r to 25 r.  Tlicse calculations 
are  based on an iiverage gamina ray energy of 3 MEV. On Uie othcr hand, if Ule 
average gamma ray energy were 0.7 MEV, only 8 inches of concretewould be needed 
to reduce the exposure at  4200 feet from 400 r to 25 r .  This illustrates the importance 
of obtaining accurate information on Uie quality of the gamma radiiltion a t  various 
distances from the bomb. In thc prcscnl slatc of our knowledge it i s  quite possible 
that the radiation hazard from gamma rays has becn overcstiniated. 

The fast neutrons generated in Uie fission process constitute about 3 percent of 
Uie total bomb energy; most of these neutrons a r c  created almost instantaneously, 
probably within 10- 2cconds of Uie initiation of the explosion. A few delayed neutrons 
are  emitted by the fission fragmcnts a t  t imes extending up to 1 minute d t e r  the blast 
but while these neutrons a r e  important from the standpoint of nuclear reactor opera- 
tion they a re  not numerous enough to provide a scrious radiological hazard. What 
happens to Uie fast neutrons created during tlie fission process? It i s  thought that 
most of them a r e  captured in Uie bomb materials and never reach the outside. Until 
Uie tamper surrounding the bomb has been vaporized and blown apart, thefast neu- 
trons will bounce back andlorth within their cage. Just a s  in the case of the “prompt” 
gamma rays, only a small  percentage of the original energy existing as fast neutron 
radiation i s  thought to escape toappreciable distances from the bomb. Most of these 
neutrons a re  scattered and capturedby tlie various nuclei composing the bomb. Some 
of these nuclei will be excited to a high energy levci by inelastic collisions and will 
return to their ground energy level with the emission of one o r  more gamma rays; 
others, after the capture of a neutron, will become radioactive isotopes which 
eventually decay to stable isotopes with the emission of gamma rays and beta particles. 
Thus, the fast neutrons which a r e  scattered ;tiid captured wilhin the bomb contribute 
to both the “prompt” gamma rays and the radioactive producls. 

The neutron spectrum from the fission process i s  reasonably well known but 
after interaction with the bomb materials and the traversal of large distances through 
air  little is known about the energy distribution; nor i s  there any definite knowledge 
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as to when these neutrons escape. It is thought that the neutron radiation has ceased 
after a time interval of about 1 second. Under these circumstances evasive action 
would not be practicable and the neutron radiation should be classified as initial. 

The diffusion of neutrons through matter is a highly complex problem in physics. 
Neutrons undergo both elastic and inelastic scattering as well a s  capture by atomic 
nuclei. Neutrons a r e  easily scattered Uirougli large angles, behaving much like a gas 
diffusing through another gas. When shielding against neutrons, it should be remem- 
bered that neutrons will diffuse through any aperture whether t h i s  aperture i s  in the 
front, side o r  back of an enclosure. Thus, one might obhincomplete protection from 
gamma rays by stepping behind a thick barr ier  and still only be partially protected 
from the neutron radiation. 

Fast  neutrons a r e  rapidly slowed down by elastic collisions with light nuclei, 
especially hydrogen where the neutron can impart one-half of i ts  total energy to the 
hydrogen nucleus in a single collision, thus producing a high speed proton. High 
speed protons produce much denser ionization tracks in matter than high speed elec- 
trons o r  beta particles. Densely ionizing particles a r e  extremely hazardous from a 
biological standpoint. The capture cross-section for fast neutrons is usually small; 
slow and thermal neutrons have large capture cross-sections in many elements. In 
general, the fate of a neutron outside Uie nucleus involves slowing down by elastic 
collisions to slow or thermal velocities where it is captured eventually by an atomic 
nucleus. Nature abhors a f ree  neutron. Fastneutrons from theatomic bomb in pass- 
ing through the atmosphere a r e  slowed down by elastic collisions with nitrogen and 
oxygen atoms until they a r e  captured by the nitrogen nucleus to form the long-lived 
carbon 14 isotope. The presence of. water vapor or rain would facilitate the slowing 
down process. 

Some experimental data on the fast andslow neutron component from the atomic 
bomb a r e  given in the Handbook. The number of fast neutronsper square centimeter 
was obtained by exposing sulphur pellets to the radiation from the bomb. Sulphur has 
a well-known cross-section for the capture of fast neutrons with energies of 3 MEV 
or over. Sulphur upon capturing a neutron becomes radioactive phosphorus 32, a fa- 
miliar isotope in medical research. By measuring the radioactivity of sulphur pel- 
lets placed a t  various distances from the bomb the number of neutrons lmpinging on 
a known quantity of sulphur can be calculated. In a similar fashion, arsenic pellets 
can be used to capture slow neutrons. According to these data, about ten t imes as many 
slow neutrons as fast neutrons a r e  observed at  large distances from the bomb. It 
should be remembered, however, that no data a r e  available for neutron energies be- 
tween 0.2 EV and 3 MEV. The present guess i s  that the number of neutrons within 
this range i s  about equal to the number of slow neutrons deduced from the activity in 
arsenic. It i s  probable Uiat the total number of fast neutrons per  square centimeter 
between the energies 0.2 MEV and the highest energies produced by the bomb i s  some- 
where between five and ten times the figure given by the sulphur data. 

There i s  no information as to the median lethal dose in man for whole body ir- 
radiation by fast neutrons. The National Research Council, Subcommittee on Permis-  
sible External Dose has adopted for fast neutrons a relative biological effectiveness 
of ten times that of x-rays. Assuming a fast neutron dosage of five t imes that given 
by the sulphur dat? and a relative biological effectiveness of 10 for fast neutrons a s  
compared to gamma rays, the distance from the bomb iit which a median lethal dos- 
age in man would be received is roughly 3000 feet. This i s  in addition to a gamma 
ray dosage of 1250 r which would be received at  this distance. On the other hand, if 
the sulphur data a r e  used for the total fast neutron dosage and neutrons and gamma 
rays a r e  taken as equallyeffectivefrom a lethal standpoint, the MLD dosage for neu- 
trons alone would be received at  1500 feet. There i s  reason to believe that the neu- 
trori hazard from the atomic bomb has been underrated. 

The discovery of a high incidence of radiation cataract among cyclotron workers 
in this country has led to the belief that fast neutrons a r e  especially effective in 
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damaging Uie lens of the eye. Within the past year about one hundred cases  of radi- 
ation cataract have been discovered among Uie survivors a t  Nagasaki and Hiroshima. 
A guess taken from the exposure data on cyclotron workers indicates Uiat 20 “n”  units 
or 40 reps of fast neutron e posure may produce a cataract in man. Since 40 reps 

from the sulphur data a t  what distance from Uie bomb this exposure i s  received. This 
distance would be 2500 feet for the neutron intensity given by the sulphur data in the 
Handbook; for a fast neutron intensity of five times this amount Uie distance i s  3000 
feet. Actually, cataracts have been found at  3600 feet from Uic bomb burst. 

corresponds to about 8 x 10 3 fast neutrons per square cm., it  i s  possible to estimate 

4 Until more data a r e  available, it is wise to assume that Uie radiation hazard out 
to 3600 leet i s  coniposed of both neutrons and gamma rays. Calculations a t  Uiis dis- 
tance indicate a fast neutron component of roughly 15 reps and a gamma ray compo- 
nent of 800 r.  Beyond 3600 feet Uie neutron hazard i s  probably slight. The shielding 
problem for neutrons i s  quite different from that for gamma rays. 

!! 

I 

In conclusion, it would seem from available evidence that the gamma ray hazard 
at distances of several  thousand feetfrom Uie atomic bomb blast may have been over- 
estimated whereas the neutron hazard a t  distances out to 3600 feet h a s  not received 
adequate attention. 

DR. RAVDIN: Commander Cronkite will discuss Dr. Ham’s paper. 
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11. RADIATION COMPONENT OF ATOM BOMB EXPLOSION 

A. Discussion of paper presented by William P. Ham, Jr. 

E. P. Cronkite, M. D. 
LT. Commander (M. C.) 

It i s  a privilege to discussDr. Ham’svery concise paper on the “Radiation Com- 
ponent of the Atomic Bomb”. It seems rather odd for a physician to be discussing a 
physicist’s paper. Perhaps it would be just a s  well from many standpoints to omit 
my discussion because I cannot contribute from the physical standpoint. However, 
there are certain biological observations that need a good physical explanation. 

There are certain things from the biological standpoint that are  inconsistent with 
the physical data that have been given. The dose of 0.7 MEV x-ray that will produce 
epilation is greatly in excess of radiation that will kill 100 percent of all  mammals. 
Many of the Japanese survived after epilating, so it seems a t  least by inference, that 
the mean energy that was received by the Japanese and also by the animals a t  Bikini 
is probably l e s s  than 0.7 MEV. Whether this difference is due to scatter or some 
other physical phenomenon i s  beside the point. However, it i s  extrqniely difficult to 
conceive of an amount of radiation that causes epilation a s  permitting survival of man 
or animals, if it is distributed uniformly throughout the entire body. 

Dr. Ham has emphasized another point that i s  of considerable biologic impor- 
tance. He stated that approximately 99 percent of the gamma radiation has an energy 
of 700 kilovolts or less, and that it isdelivered over a period of roughly forty seconds. 
There has  been considerable discussion about whether reciprocity would hold up with 
the rapid deliverance of radiation. At the Naval Medical Research Institute and the 
Naval Ordnance Laboratory with a two million electron volt x-ray tube we have been 
able to deliver to the mouse radiation from 1500 to 2500 r per minute which covers 
the intensity of the radiationof delayed gamma radiation of the atomic bomb, and over 
that range so far have found no significant difference in the mortality or survival time 
of mice receiving radiation a t  15 r per minute. This  work will have to be repeated 
many t imes before it will be possible to determine conclusively that there i s  no dif- 
ference in biological effectiveness of radiation varying from 1500 to 2500 r per minute. 

There i s  another thing from a biological standpoint that i s  of interest, and that 
i s  the problem of shielding. At least  under experimental conditions, one can greatly 
increase the amount of radiation that can be tolerated by animals by shielding various 
par ts  of the body. The work of Jacobson and others has  denionstrated that shielding 
of the spleen, the appendix, the liver, the head, and the extremities will greatly in- 
crease the LD50. Whether this i s  practical o r  not remains to be seen. To  devise any 
satisfactory type of shield on a large scale would seem rather impractical to me. 

The next thingof importance i s  the fact that it takes sixty seconds to deliver the 
full dose of radiation after detonationof anatomic bomb. It is conceivable that evasive 
action can be taken by an alerted population thirty seconds after detonation; and that 
considerable protection may be obtained by getting behind concrete or into ditches,etc. 

DR. MVDM: We will goon to the paper, “Physiologic Problems Concerned with 
Flaine Throwers,” by Dr. James M. Walker. 
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